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ABSTRACT

The Comprehensive Hydrostatic Quality Control (CHQC) of
rawinsonde data of height and temperature at mandatory isobaric
surfaces designed and implemented at the National Meteorological
Center in Washington is described in detail. Main principles of
the complex, or comprehensive, quality control are discussed,
followed by a brief description of the CHQC design and
implementation at NMC. The CHQC algorithm is presented, with
particular emphasis on the Decision Making Algorithm. Numerous
examples taken from the operational CHQC outputs illustrate the
CHQC performance in general, as well as its reaction to errors of
various types and to their combinations.
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1. Introduction

The term "quality control of meteorological data" is often

understood in a wide sense, encompassing all actions connected

with the quality, and often also with the quantity, of the data.

Alongside with this understanding, or maybe even instead of it,

it is worthwhile to understand the term in a narrow sense, as a

set of actions directed against so-called rough errors in

meteorological information. Unlike random errors, which

influence all meteorological data but are usually comparatively

small, rough errors may be, and often are, large enough, but they

are present in a small part of all data. Each rough error is due

to some definite cause, which may be a deficiency in observation,

processing, or communication. The aim of the quality control is

to detect the rough errors and then to correct every erroneous

datum, or, if this proves to be impossible, to reject it.

The necessity to perform the quality control of

meteorological data had been recognized long ago. This task has

become much more important during the last decades, particularly

in connection with numerical weather prediction. There exists

numerous evidence that retention of erroneous data, or even

rejection of too many correctable data, may substantially distort

the objective analysis results and lead therefore to large errors

in predicted fields. The relative importance of the quality

control is permanently increasing alongside with improvement of

the analysis and prediction models, the deficiencies in initial

data thus becoming the major source of erroneous forecasts. It

is to be stressed in this respect that the more advanced is the
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prediction model, the more sensitive it is to the errors in

initial data.

At the same time, the quality control problem has become

much more complicated nowadays due mainly to two interconnected

factors, (1) a dramatic increase in the amount of operationally

available data, and (2) the development and implementation of new

kinds of meteorological observations, particularly of satellite

soundings. Due to the huge amount of data, it is absolutely

impossible to perform their quality control manually,

particularly under operational conditions.

The necessity to have an automated, computerized, quality

control had been recognized at the beginning of the NWP era, and

some methods of such quality control were proposed at that time.

Nevertheless, there still exists an opinion, or rather a

superstition, that the quality control is to be based on human

intuition and experience, and that it is impossible to program

for a computer the complicated ways of judgement performed by a

specialist. The role of a computer is often thought of as that

of a means to display the information in a form convenient for a

visual inspection and quality control by a human being.

This opinion is, of course, wrong. Any chain of judgements,

however complicated it is, may be easily coded for a computer,

provided that it is precisely formulated. The code has to

contain not only various procedures for detecting suspicious

data, the so-called checks, but also a decision making algorithm

(DMA) designed to analyze the results of checks in order to
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conclude which of the suspected data are wrong and, if possible,

to correct them.

There are two main advantages of the automatic quality

control over the subjective one: the speed and the objectiveness.

The speed even of a moderate computer makes it capable of

performing the quality control of the whole amount of operational

data, the aim not achievable even by a huge team of human beings.

The objectiveness of the automatic quality control is also very

important. There existed many cases when the same situation with

suspected data was differently treated by different specialists.

(Of course, such cases never occur with the automatic quality

control.) It is important to understand, however, that the

automatic quality control is objective only in the same sense as

this is valid for objective analysis, numerical prediction, and

so on. The results of the quality control do depend on the coded

algorithm and may substantially change due to even slight

modifications of the algorithm.

What has been said about the advantages of an automated

quality control does not imply that there is, or will be, no

place for human activity connected with it. The monitoring of

the quality control performance is very important for improving

both the algorithms applied and the data quality itself.

Although many stages of this quality control monitoring may, and

should, also be performed automatically, there still exists much

room for subjective considerations and decisions made by

specialists. Moreover, experience shows that there exist some

cases, though very rare ones, when the data under check are
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distorted -in- such a- compl-icated way,, that-,it is, necessary ,,to.

· .devote a -special, .separate,.pairt-.of.thei.DMA to: :every.,or,-almost

everyy such comb-nation of, rough- errors. Fr.,om, a purely. 

-::theoreti.cal,<point o-f- v.iew,.this.:may be- done, -bu~t--t that would- be

i mpractical.. For such-- ver-y rare cases,.it--is- much1 better .to: -

- leave .t-he-/-fina1l decisionst- for a -speci alist- to.make, requiringfrom

the code. only-.to pxrovide:, the- specialist wvi-th- all1 -informartion:o,

":obtai'-ned "during"the "~attempt to°make ~,the decision*automatlcally..:

- ' The possibility to -have- data, displa-yed-..on.a., screen.,.is very 

use£ful,-for -bothg quality controlmonlitoring and- solving

complicated, cases. Let .us -stress' again,,, hovever,: that- these

... displays.,have to. comp lement theautomatic-quality control,--but ;by

no-means- to--be:: used instead of At.-

... ...Speaking .about-some.supersti-t.ions. connected with ,the;quality

control,-.it is necessary -to mention.,the.requir-ement;.that .every; .

.....datum.recelived at a ~proqnostic center has .to .~be re.tained, ;.howeever

err-oneous..,it..its.-, Even- lf it is absolutely clea.r-that.the.-error,

. has..originated not in.the course of ,bservat-ion.buten a

communication -.li4ne,r- and even if the -error -may¥be corrected -with;

- absolute confidence, -. even in these cases it is . resentl-y

required. that,:-the erroneous datum ,should be, preserved,. if not,

i- :-nstead. ,the-. corrected ;one: then, at least , aalongside-wlth it.

Undoubtedly, this.-requitement,. li-ke almost.every requlirement 

expressed I..n categori cal- ;terms, is.- unreasonable,.',and .one has, to

be flexible .wvhen.-decidingw,,:,vhether or ,,not- to .preserve-an. erroneous

data. It is true..,that: -very,,,,often.it...is,,di.ff-icualt, to decide -

conf£ldently, vwhether- ar suspected datum .is wrong-or correct.- and...
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as long as such a decision cannot be made, every suspected datum

has to be retained. Also often, however, it happens that there

is no slightest doubt that the quality controlled datum is wrong

and it is absolutely clear how to correct it. In every such

case, there exists no reason to retain the erroneous datum, even

alongside with the corrected value. Our experience shows that no

one at NMC or elsewhere ever tried to access any datum after it

had been confidently corrected at NMC by the Comprehensive

Hydrostatic Quality Control described below, although such data

were retained because we were obliged to follow this requirement.

It seems just improper for a prognostic center to apply

confidently corrected data for its internal use, while concealing

this from other users of the information. Analogously, it also

happens sometimes, though more seldom, that the datum under

quality control is found to be definitely wrong and, also

definitely, uncorrectable. Once again, there is no slightest

reason to preserve such data, they have just to be rejected.

May we tolerate that a quality control procedure results

sometimes in rejection of a datum which is actually correct or

even introduces an erroneous correction? The common opinion is

that situations of this kind have to be completely avoided at any

price. In reality, however, even if this aim is achievable, the

price would be too high: a quality control system obeying this

requirement would be capable of managing only a small percentage

of actually occurring errors. There exist, in principle, two

kinds of erroneous behavior of any quality control: the errors of

the first kind, when it does not reject or correct wrong data,
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and the errors of the second kind, when it rejects correct data

or introduces wrong corrections. The task of every reasonable

quality control design is to make the numbers of errors of both

kinds as small as possible, preserving some balance between these

two numbers.

Although the general statements above seem evident for us,

we felt it desirable to discuss them in some detail, because they

differ from views expressed by many specialists, particularly,

though not exclusively, by those not involved directly in the

quality control design or application.

As mentioned above, methods of automatic quality control

began to be developed and implemented soon after the first

successes of numerical weather prediction, about four decades

ago. Nowadays, such methods are in operational use at every

center producing numerical weather forecasts. Analysis shows,

however, that the quality control methods now in use do not

differ much from those proposed long ago, which may be caused by

the fact that the quality control is still considered by many

specialists as a purely technical problem. In any case, the

presently used quality control systems still contain some more or

less evident shortcomings. So, the so-called flagging is widely

used in connection with various quality control procedures. A

special digit, a "flag", is assigned to every datum suspected by

one or another check. One of the purposes of this is not to take

erroneous data into account in the forthcoming objective

analysis, not losing, at the same time, these data at all. One

may, certainly, argue that at least an attempt to correct
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erroneous data has to be undertaken, and also, whether it is

really desirable to retain definitely wrong data. There exists,

however, another, more advanced kind of flagging based on the

fact that several more or less independent quality control checks

have to be applied to each suspected datum in order to decide

whether it is correct or wrong. The usually applied procedure

for that is based on flags assigned to the datum in question by

various checks. This means, however, that the quantitative

information achieved by using each quality control check is

replaced by a qualitative, or semi- qualitative information - by

a flag. This loss of information results in a substantial

decrease of the quality control possibilities, particularly of

the possibility to estimate, and thus to correct, the error. It

may even happen that, according to one of the checks, the value

in question was too high, while another check diagnosed the same

value as being too low. This fact will not be, however,

reflected by the flags, and the datum will be rejected, although

some other datum or data must definitely be wrong in such a case,

either alongside with the datum in question or even instead of

it. Even if the effect will be less dramatic, it is absolutely

clear that by replacing the quantitative results of various

checks by flags we can only lose important information while

gaining practically nothing. Nevertheless, flagging of data is

continuing to be widely used almost everywhere, and particularly

at NMC.

The application of flagging procedures is, perhaps, the

major shortcoming of quality control systems now in use, but
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unfortunately, far from the only one. For example, there is no

reason for data containing very large errors to be rejected

before other tests are applied. In fact, the larger an error,

the higher is the probability that the error has originated not

in the course of observation but later, particularly on a

communication line. In many cases, such data may be confidently

corrected and used after that for many purposes, including the

quality control of other data.

In general, the opinion shared by many specialists is that

the existing quality control systems, or at least many properties

of them, are due to historical reasons rather than to logical

ones. In any case, there exist numerous examples where objective

analysis and subsequent forecast showed deficiency in one or

another area as a direct result of incorrect quality control.

Based on the decision by W. Bonner, NMC Director, some work

has begun at NMC directed towards design of the new NMC data

quality system from scratch, rather than improvement of the

existing system. The design includes, among other things, the

application of the so-called Complex, or Comprehensive, Quality

Control (CQC) approach (Gandin, 1988, 1989). The main CaC idea

is that several checks, actually as many of them as possible,

have first to be applied to the data under the quality control,

and any decision regarding correction or rejection of some of the

data has to be made only after the application of all available

checks and to be based on results of all of them. This means

that the CQC algorithm has to consist of two major parts, the
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first of them being the application of all checks, and the second

one the Decision Making Algorithm (DMA).

The first stage of the work at NMC in this direction, the

design and implementation of the Comprehensive Hydrostatic

Quality Control (CHQC), is described in this paper.

Only one check, the hydrostatic one, is used within the

CHQC, and this may seem to contradict the CQC idea. In fact,

however, the hydrostatic check is applied to many layers for

every report, and if decisions are based on the analysis of its

results for several layers, as really is the case with the CHQC,

then we may consider it as a kind of CQC. It does contain a

comparatively advanced DMA, which is also characteristic for the

CQC approach.

We have to admit, of course, that the CHQC design was only

the first step in the design and implementation of the new NMC

data quality control system. Among various kinds of

observations, it deals only with rawinsonde data. Only heights

and temperatures are subjected to the quality control, leaving

aside wind and humidity. Only mandatory level data are quality

controlled as yet, not the significant level data. Finally, only

one check, the hydrostatic one, is included.

Despite all these limitations, the CHQC proves to be very

productive, which is due to the fact that the hydrostatic

redundancy, caused by the presence of data on both heights and

temperatures of mandatory surfaces in rawinsonde reports, is the

most pronounced redundancy in meteorological information

available at prognostic centers. It may be mentioned in this
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respect that this redundancy would be even higher if height,

temperature and pressure were measured independently, in other

words, if the hydrostatic equation were not used to derive one of

these parameters.

2. Design, testing, and implementation

It is highly desirable, when beginning the quality control

design for any data, to have information on rough errors in the

data: what are the major causes of these errors, to what extent

may it be possible to detect and even to correct erroneous data,

and most important, how often the errors occur? Unfortunately,

such information is almost never available at this stage, just

because the only way to obtain reliable information of this kind

is to apply the quality control procedure to the data in

question. It is particularly so because an overwhelming majority

of data do not contain rough errors, and in order to obtain more

or less reliable statistics about the errors it is necessary

therefore to apply the quality control procedure to very large

amount of data. The situation in this respect was even worse

than it could be if existing quality control methods paid any

attention to the causes of rough errors.

We have found ourselves in this situation at the beginning

of the CHQC design. We did know, that not very long ago, there

were many rough errors in rawinsonde data on height and

temperature of mandatory isobaric surfaces and that the errors

originated mainly on communication lines due to human errors

(Gandin, 1988). At the same time, we knew that the numbers of

these errors had permanently decreased because of the
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comtputerization of both data processing at rawinsonde stations

and communication procedures, and it was not clear whether the

errors of this kind continue to exist nowadays, and if they do,

how often they occur.

We decided therefore to proceed sequentially: to design

first a comparatively simple quality control algorithm, to apply

it to a sufficiently large amount of arriving data, and then,

depending on results of this test, to decide what to do next.

This work was begun in January 1988, and the overall

situation became clear after several months. The main conclusion

is that the geographical distribution of the errors in question

is highly non-homogeneous. There exist countries - USA, Canada,

some West-European countries - where the processing and

communication procedures are completely, or almost completely,

computerized, and rough "hydrostatic" errors, ( errors detectable

by the hydrostatic quality control ) occur therefore very seldom.

At the same time, there still exist large areas where the

computerization did not take place, or at least was not complete

enough, so that there still remain a substantional number of

hydrostatic errors in reports coming from these areas. For

example, USSR, India and continental China produce together about

a half of all hydrostatic errors. In general, about 7 or 8% of

all rawinsonde reports received at NMC contain at least one

hydrostatic error each.

We have also found, at this stage, that many of these errors

belong to the category of what may be called "simple" errors,

like an error in only one digit expressing, e.g., the number of
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hectometers, or an error in the temperature sign. This

demonstrates that the majority of the errors are caused by human

mistakes happening in the course of the data processing at

stations and particularly in the course of communicating them.

Many such errors, if they are large enough, may be univaluedly

diagnosed, so that data containing them may be confidently

corrected. In order to be capable of doing so, the Decision

Making Algorithm has been substantially improved. The present

DMA recognizes most often occuring types of simple errors,

namely, one-digit errors, errors resulted in transposition of two

or more digits, sign errors (in temperature), and combinations of

sign errors with one-digit or transposition ones. By doing so,

the DMA is also capable, in many cases, of correcting so-called

"shifting errors", when one digit is missing, all others being

correct.

After extensive testing, the Comprehensive Hydrostatic

Quality Control has been implemented operationally at NMC on

December 14, 1988, first for two global data assimilation times a

day and soon after that it has begun to be applied for all data

dumps. It has not replaced, as yet, any of existing checking

procedures, but is applied before them. Experience shows that

data confidently corrected by the CHQC are practically never

rejected by subsequent checks.

The CHQC performance is being carefully monitored both by

the NMC Meteorological Operations Division specialists and by the

designers, by means of printed outputs. In addition to them,

monthly summaries are also produced by the computer at the end of
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each month. They are also sent to some other centers, both

within the United States and outside.

There also exists a kind of human-machine interaction in the

course of the CHQC. If an error happens to be at the lowest

reporting level (a so-called Type 4 error, see section 3c), then

the DMA proposes two possible corrections, either of height or of

temperature. The same is true with the suspected errors at the

highest reporting level (Type 5 errors). Having corresponding

outputs at hand, a MOD staff member decides in each such case,

which of the two corrections, if any, to make.

Operational use of this procedure allows to correct more

erroneous data, than it would be possible without it. We

believe, however, that the main achievement connected with this

procedure was the demonstration of rational ways of the human-

machine interaction in the course of quality control, when almost

everything is performed automatically, so that specialists have

enough opportunity and time to make final decisions in rare cases

when that cannot be done univaluedly by the algorithm.

There is no doubt that in the near future, when the

hydrostatic check will be used in a complex with other,

statistical, checks, an overwhelming majority of Type 4 and 5

errors will be dealt with entirely automatically, so that the MOD

specialists will be able to devote their efforts to decision

making in much more complicated cases. Experience gained with

the present interaction procedure will be very useful in this

respect.
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The design of a new, improved version of the CHQC has begun

soon after the previous one had been implemented. The aim was

threefold. First, it has been found that errors at two adjacent

levels occur more often than we expected, and it was desirable to

make the Decision Making Algorithm capable of detecting and

correcting them. Secondly, it was possible to make the DMA

criteria for hydrostatic errors of various types more consistent

with each other. Finally, a reordering of the DMA has been

performed in order to facilitate its further generalization when

statistical quality control checks will be included. Detailed

testing of the new algorithm in parallel with the operational one

and corresponding improvements of the new algorithm required

several months. On July 12, 1989, the new version was

implemented operationally instead of the previous one. Only this

version will be described in the next Section.

3. The method

The comprehensive hydrostatic quality control is based upon

an examination of the pattern of hydrostatic residuals (to be

defined below) caused by errors. It is a rather easy problem to

determine what the residuals would be for a particular error or

pattern of errors. The actual problem consists in finding the

errors which caused a particular pattern of residuals. This

"backward" problem is much more complex, especially in view of

our examination of mandatory level data only and the resultant

approximate agreement of the data with the hydrostatic equation.

These issues will be made more clear in the discussion below.
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The hydrostatic equation integrated through a layer between

pressures Pi and Pi+l may be written in the form

pi+l
zi+1 - zi = -(R/g) Tv d(lnp) (1)

Pi

where z is height, p is pressure, R is the gas constant for dry

air, and Tv is the virtual temperature. A sample of data over

the globe shows that the effect of humidity, that is, the mean

difference between mandatory level heights solved for using

virtual temperature and "dry" temperature, is about 5 meters in

the 1000-850 hPa layer, 2 meters in the 850-700 hPa layer, and

negligible above. We want to isolate the examination of heights

and temperatures from any possible errors in the dew-point

temperature depression. One approach would be to account for

humidity by using a standard or climatological profile, but since

we are always capable of detecting only those errors in the data

that are significantly larger than the humidity effect, we have

chosen not to explicitly take into account the humidity

influence. Between mandatory levels, the hydrostatic equation is

written as

R Ti + Ti+l Pi 
zi+l - Zi = - + tiil ]ln[p (2)

g 2 pi+1

where T is the dry temperature and tii +1 is the adjustment to

make Eqn. (2) exact; it combines any random effects of humidity

errors and nonlinearity of temperature as a function of ln(p),

since the average temperature at the top and bottom of the layer

is used to represent an integrated mean temperature. (It does

not include the small consistent effects of humidity, which are
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merely ignored.) In a large ensemble of cases, the average of

tii+l is assumed to be zero. It is noted that at this point, it

is still assumed that the temperatures and heights contain no

errors.

By shifting the temperatures to Celsius, Eqn. (2) may be

written in the form:

[T i + Ti +1
zi+1 - zi = Aii+l + 2Bii+l [ + tii+l (3)

2

where

Aii+1 = (RTO/g) ln(Pi/Pi+l)
(4)

Bii+l = (R/2g) ln(pi/pi+1)

and To = 273.15 K. The hydrostatic residual is defined (see

Fig. 1) as

Si -= i+ - zi - Ai+l - Bi1+t (Ti + Ti+1) (5)

Examination of the pattern of hydrostatic residuals forms the

essence of the method of hydrostatic quality control. In the

absence of a rough error:

si i+ l = 2 Bii+l ti i+ l (6)

Now assume that the heights and temperatures are composed of an

exact value (subscript o) plus a rough error (primed):

zi = Zoi + z'i
(7)

Ti = Toi + T' i

With rough errors, the residuals are:

sii+l = Z'i+1 - Z'i - Bii+l(T'i + T'i+l - 2tii+l) (8)

Egn. (8) forms the basis for further development of the method of

hydrostatic checking and correction.
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The most general case to be considered will involve the

residuals in three adjacent layers with at most two errors at the

interior levels. The equations are

512 = Z,2 - B1
2 .(T'2 - 2tl2 )

523 = Z'3 - z'2 - B23 ,(T'2 + T'3 - 2t23) (9)

S34 = -Z3 - B34 (T'3 - 2t34)

where it is assumed that there are no errors at the outer levels,

i.e. z'1 = z'4 = T' 1 = T' 4 = 0. Only special cases of this

system of equations will be considered. The general principles

of the development may be illustrated by considering the

correction to a single height value or single temperature value.

Appendix A considers some more complicated cases.

a. special Case -- Single Height Error: (Type 1 error)

A hydrostatic error is suspected only when at least one

residual in a profile is "large", i.e., its absolute value

exceeds the admissible value that has been determined empirically

for each layer. Table 1 shows the admissible values in present

use. These values are about 7 standard deviations of the

residuals when no errors are present. When there are missing

data, the admissible residual must be specified over two or more

mandatory pressure layers. It is calculated as the square root

of the sum of squares of the individual layer admissible

residuals.

In the case of a single height error it is assumed that the

interior residuals, s2 3 and s3
4 (see Fig. 1) are large and

Z'2 = T' 2 = T' 3 = 0, and z'3 is not zero.
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Eqns. (11) thus become

Z,3 = s23 - 2B23.t2 3
(10)

-z 3 = s3
4 - 2B 2

3.t34

Adding the equations gives

(s23 + s34) = 2(B23-t23 + B34-t34) (11)

This Eqn. will hold whether there is an error z'3 or not (but

does not hold in the presence of a temperature error). Squaring

and averaging this equation over many realizations, assuming that

the tIl+l's are independent of each other, gives

(s23 + s3 4)2 = 4[(B 2 3)2(t2 )2 + (B3 4)2(t 3 4)z] (12)

From Eqn. (6):

(til+)2 = (sii+1/2Bi'+1) 2 (13)

It is found from statistics of the residuals that

Tii+ l E ((tiEl) 4)h is nearly independent of height (equal to

about 2 degrees), and will be assigned the constant t. Eqn. (13)

can therefore be written as

Is23 + s341 = 2[(B2 3)23)2(t)2 + (B3 4)2(t34)2]

= 2 t [B 2 32 + (B34)2] (14)

Eqn. (14) holds even in the presence of a single height error,

but for other kinds of errors, the sum on the left-hand-side of

Eqn. (14) will have a larger value, so the equation can be used

to determine when a single height error is present.

The condition used is:

2 + 34 2 tall [(B) + (B3 ) j )
~s3 + s41 < 2 tal ( 23)2 + (B34)2] 3
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where tall is related to t, but empirically determined.

Presently, a value of 3.5 degrees is used. The magnitude of the

error is determined from (12):

z,3 = ½(s23 - s34 - 2B23 -t23 + 2B34-t34)
(16)

(s23 - s34)

The correction, dz3, is the negative of the error. It is applied

only if it satisfies the magnitude condition:

ldz 3 (l)1 > z3 (17)

The superscript (1) on dz3 is used to signify the correction to

an error of type 1: a correction to a single height error.

Examples will be given in section 6 of the various error types

and the corrections.

b. Special Case -- Single Temperature Error: (Type 2 error)

In this case, the residuals $23 and s3
4 are assumed to be

large, z'2 = T'2 = z'3 = 0, and T'3 is not zero. Eqns. (11)

become

-B2 3.T = 3 - 2B23 .t23
(18)

-B34.T'3 = s34 - 2B34 ot34

It is seen that a single temperature error will cause residuals

which, when divided by the layer B's, will be closely equal.

Subtracting shows this more clearly:

s23/B23 - s34/B34 = 2(t2 3 - t34) (19)

Define the hydrostatic residual in terms of temperature instead
of height:

Xi i+1 = Sii+l / Bii+l (20)

Eqn. (190) becomes

X23 - X34 = 2(t2
3 - t3

4) (21)
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This equation will hold whether there is a single temperature

error or not. Consider its average for a large ensemble of

cases, remembering that the t's are assumed to be independent and

have zero mean.

(X.23 - X34)2 = 2((t23)2 + (t34)2)

= 4 T2 (22)

Therefore

jX2
3 - X3

4 1 = 2 t (23)

It has been assumed that the two layer residuals s23 and s34 are

"large". Therefore, there is an error present. However, the

errors may be any magnitude and Eqn. (22) is still valid, yet for

other types of errors, the left-hand-side of Eqn. (22) will be

larger. Therefore, in a particular case, we diagnose a single

temperature error when

IX2 3 - X341 < 2 tall T3 (24)

The error is obtained from Eqns. (18):

T' 3 = -%(X2 3 + X34 - 2t23 - 2t34 )
3 4) ~~~~~~~~~(25)

-X(X23 + X34) (25

The correction is the negative of the error. It is applied only

when the correction satisfies the magnitude condition:

P6T3(2)1 > T3 * (26)

The superscript (2) on 6T 3 is used to signify the correction to

an error of type 2: a correction to a single temperature error.
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c. Large Residuals in the Bottom-or Top Layer (Type 4 and 5
errors)

When large residuals occur in either the top or bottom

layers, it is not possible from this information alone to

determine the cause of the error. For a large residual in the

lowest layer, the cause could be a temperature error at the

lowest level, a height error at the lowest level, or an error in

the computation of the thickness of the lowest layer, leading to

all heights above the lowest being in error. For a large

residual in the top layer, the cause could be either an error in

the top level temperature or height. An error in the top level

height could be either due to a communication error for this

height or a computation error for the layer thickness, in which

case the height error is equal to the thickness error. For these

cases, we suggest height and temperature corrections, either of

which would lead to zero residual. For convenience, errors at

the bottom are called Type 4 and errors at the top are called

Type 5.

e. Multiple Errors (Error Types 3,7,8,9,10)

If a profile of temperatures and heights contains more than

one error and the errors are separated by at least one level of

correct data, then the correction is no different than for an

isolated error; each error is considered separately. If there

are two errors at adjacent levels, then equations (10) are

appropriate to consider. A derivation is given of the existence

and magnitude conditions for two-height errors (Type 7), two

temperature errors (Type 8), or lower height and upper
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temperature errors (Type 9) in the Appendix A. If there are two

errors at the same level, then sometimes the two passes of the

decision-making algorithm will make the necessary corrections

(one during each pass), but more usually a pair of corrections

that lead to zero residual are only suggested. (Type 3 errors.)

Table 2 shows the corrections, Table 3 the existence

conditions, and Table 4 the magnitude conditions for single-layer

or double-layer errors. The suggested corrections for cases

where confident corrections may not be made are also given in

Table 2.

4. The Decisilon-Making Algorithm

The Hydrostatic Complex Quality Control at NMC represents

the first stage in the development of a new Comprehensive Quality

Control system. And the Decision-Making Algorithm (DMA) within

the CHQC represents the first of several DMA's to be developed.

It might be supposed that a general purpose artificial

intelligence program could be used to determine the hydrostatic

errors and make the corrections. And indeed it might be possible

for some of the functions of the DMA to be performed in another

way. But we believe that the description of the DMA will make it

clear that the artificial intelligence that it contains is very

particular to this problem.

Because of the very specialized logic that is necessary for

hydrostatic error correction, there will be a detailed

description of the DMA. The logic is complicated and yet the

required computer time is minimal since only suspected reports
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are examined. It will be clear that the DMA is conservative in

the sense that only confident corrections are actually applied.

a. Overall strategy

The Decision-Making Algorithm (DMA) was designed with the

'objective of making the maximum number of confident corrections

possible. Most of these corrections are simple height or

temperature corrections (types 1 and 2). More complicated

confident corrections form only about 5 percent of the total.

The strategy that was developed begins by consideration of a

rawinsonde profile upward from the lowest reported level. A set

of three layers is considered at a time. First, confident height

or temperature corrections are considered for the upper two of

the three layers, and failing to find any, then all three layers

are considered for more complicated confident corrections.

Errors at the top, bottom and other types of errors are

considered along the way. Three layers are considered

progressively from the bottom to the top, and the process is

repeated a second time, since at times a first-pass correction

will allow the algorithm to recognize an additional correction on

the second pass. A more detailed description of the procedure

follows. The methods used to try to find not only a good

correction but, in many cases, the actual correct value, are

described.

b. Steps of the Decision-Making Algorithm

This section will describe the steps of the Decision-Making

Algorithm. They begin with acquiring the necessary data,
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continue with the calculation of the hydrostatic residuals and

then proceed to the determination of error types and necessary

corrections. The process is repeated a second time with slightly

altered parameters, allowing additional corrections to be made

ocassionally.

1) Get sufficient layers of data

For each pass through the data, the layers are considered

from the lowest to the highest, with three layers of data

considered at a time. As each layer is completed, it is

necessary to determine whether more layers need to be considered.

2) Calculate the hydrostatic residuals

The hydrostatic residuals are calculated according to

Egn. (5) for the three layers.

3) If the top of the three layers is the top layer:

a) Test for "holes". "Holes" are the occurrence of missing

layers of data. It is useful to keep information on holes. They

come in two types: those that may occur almost anywhere and those

with pressures exceeding and including 100 hPa. For the latter

type there is often a coding error in Part A of the rawinsonde

message which prevents its complete decoding at NMC, but there is

no problem with Part C.

b) Test for non-confident corrections at the top. Non-

confident or uncertain errors in a layer result in a pair of

corrections being suggested. This pair represents those

corrections that would lead to zero residuals. In some cases,

this pair is the proper correction to make. More usually, there
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may be additional problems that can only be diagnosed with the

help of other checks.

c) Test for error at the top. A large residual in the top

layer can be caused by, among other things, an error in the top

level temperature or height, it being impossible to decide the

cause by the hydrostatic check alone. In these cases, a choice

of corrections is suggested to be examined by an analyst. Either

suggested correction by itself would lead to zero residual for

the layer.

d) Proceed to step 6.

4) Otherwise: Calculate non-dimensional ratios to be used to

determine the most probable error type.

The ratios of the right-hand-sides to the left-hand-sides of

the existence conditions (existence condition ratios) are

calculated. The most probable error type is considered to be the

type which has the largest ratio, while satisfying the magnitude

condition. In some rare cases, the residuals will be consistent

with both types 7 and 8 or types 9 and 10. In these cases, which

occur when the central residual is small, it can be shown that a

distinction of types cannot be made by the hydrostatic check

alone, and no correction is made. The reasons for this ambiguity

will be discussed further in Appendix B.

During the first pass through the data, there is a small

preference given to confident single corrections to height or

temperature, compared to multiple corrections. This helps to

prevent some small changes to the data which do not seem

warranted.
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When a residual pair is very large, it is clear that there

is an error, and in many situations it is clear what correction

is needed. In some of these cases, the conditions for a

confident correction would nevertheless not be quite satisfied.

For this reason, the value of the existence condition ratio is

inflated for large residuals.

5) Determine the most probable error type

As stated above, generally the error type is determined to

be the type associated with the maximum existence condition ratio

among the types satisfying the magnitude condition. In some more

detail, these conditions are summarized below:

- confident height correction, and.

2 - confident temperature correction:

a) maximum existence condition ratio

b) magnitude condition satisfied

c) no more than one adjacent layer of information

missing

7 - two confident height corrections,

8 - two-confident temperature corrections,

9 - lower height and upper temperature corrections, and

10 - lower temperature and upper height corrections:

a) three layers do not include top or bottom layers

b) no more than one missing level between any levels

c) maximum existence condition ratio

d) magnitude condition satisfied
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13 - Part A hole, missing data at pressure(s) including 100

hPa and possibly greater pressures, but not 70 hPa:at

- least one missing level, 100 hPa and at possibly

greater pressures

14 - general hole, missing at any level, but not type 13:

does not satisfy conditions for types 1,2,7-10 or 13

at least one missing level

4 - error at bottom:

Is231 > admissible and Is341 < % admissible, or

Is231 > admissible and Is34/$231 < 1/3

does not satisfy another type

3 - correction pair suggested:

!s3t1 > admissible and Is3
4 > . admissible, or

Is341 > admissible and Is231 > A admissible

does not satisfy another type

6 - isolated large residual:

Is231 > admissible

not bottom or top layer

adjacent residuals small enough

6) Make corrections of the appropriate type

a) Confident height corrections (as per Table 2). The

starting point for the corrections is the value given in the

table, but this is modified as described below to attempt to find

the likely correct value. The original height corrections are

first rounded to the nearest 10 m for mandatory pressure levels

of 500 hPa and lower pressures and rounded to the nearest meter

for greater mandatory level pressures. Then a correction is
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sought within 15 to 20 meters of this value which is consistent

with the idea that either a single digit is in error or the error

results from a permutation of digits. If such a "simple" error

is found, it is accepted; otherwise the provisional value is

accepted. The magnitude of the correction is at least equal to

the limiting value that satisfies the magnitude condition for

type 1. The value varies from 26 to 99meters as seen in Table 4.

b) Confident temperature corrections (as per Table 2). As

with heights, the starting point for the corrections is the value

given in the table. Temperature corrections are rounded to the

nearest 1/10 degree. For temperatures also "simple" corrections

are sought, which include: a sign correction, and/or a single

digit correction or permutation of digits correction. Checks are

made to ensure that no temperature correction leads either to

large dry static instability in the layers above or below the

correction nor to excessive curvature among the temperatures in

the layer and adjacent layers. The magnitude of the temperature

correction is at least equal to the limiting value satisfying the

magnitude condition for type 2; it is set to 7.0 deg K.

c) Suggested correction pair. The pair of corrections that

leads to zero residuals is given in Table 2. The range is also

depicted in Fig. 2.

d) Suggested corrections at the top or bottom. In this

case, one of the suggested corrections may be appropriate, !but

notboth. Either correction would lead to zero residual. The

values of the suggested corrections are given in Table 2.

7) Repeat the pass through the data for a second time.
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As explained earlier, the second pass will sometimes allow

corrections for layers that were partially corrected during the

first pass.

5. Baseline Check 

The baseline check is a simple test which checks the

consistency of the reported surface pressure and (supposedly)

known station elevation with the 1000 and 850 hPa reported

heights. The procedure uses the two mandatory level heights to

define the mean virtual temperature for the 1000-850 hPa layer.

A standard lapse rate (-6.5 deg/km) is assumed to apply downward

to the reported surface pressure. These assumptions are used to

solve for the station elevation, which is compared with the

station elevation in NMC's station dictionary. When there is a

large dicrepency, there are several possible sources. If the

heights are accurate, then either the station elevation or the

surface pressure must be in error. We find cases of both kinds.

When the station elevation is wrong in the dictionary, this

results in a permanent baseline check error. On the other hand,

errors in the surface pressure or computation of 1000 mb height

lead to sporadic errors.

When the station elevation and surface pressure are

accurate, then the baseline check can helpto corroborate the

inference from the CHQC. An example will be shown in the next

section.

The value of the station height which is consistent with the

1000 and 850 hPa heights and the reported surface pressure is
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calculated from the following equations.

zsc = z1000 + [(a-l)/b] * [Tlay + b(z1o00 - Zlay)]

where
-Rb/g

a = (Ps/Plooo1000)

l+eTlay 1
Tlay = -½b(z850-zl000) [ l_laylay 1-(Xl~~~ay 

-Rb/g
Clay = (850/1000)

Zlay = (z1000+z850)

b = -. 0065

R is dry air gas constant and g is the acceleration of gravity.

We routinely record all baseline check errors of 30 m and

greater. The results are operationally available to MOD and are

summarized periodically for determination of station elevation

and other consistent problems.

6..Examples of-hydrostatic corrections

This section will show examples of several errors and

corrections. Each example will be discussed in detail as they

illustrate the sources of error, the logic necessary to determine

the error, the determination of simple corrections and when

simple corrections are not appropriate, and some of the

difficulties that remain in making corrections. Some cases are

especially complicated; some can be corrected automatically,

while others cannot. There is a well-stocked "zoo" of "animals"

from which to select these complicated examples. Some errors are

particularly due to a lack of qualification of the person(s)

involved with the data--totally unreasonable data which is

nevertheless accepted, multiple errors, etc. It is noted that
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the likelihood of the occurrence of an error is not statistically

independent of the presence of any other errors for the same

profile. Therefore, the probability of the presence of two

errors in a profile is distinctly larger than the square of the

probability of one error. An example will be shown that

illustrates the value of two passes.

Statistics have been collected since January 1989 on the

performance of the CHQC. The examples which follow in this

section are designed to show the kinds of problems which occur

within individual rawinsonde profiles. They are of interest when

considered individually since they illustrate the great variety

of difficulties that can occur, but these features may not be the

most important when considering the overall performance of the

CHQC.

The examples will clearly show the need for a flexible and

powerful Decision-Making Algorithm, and will show the scope of

the present algorithm as well as some of its limitations. The

examples will be grouped as: a) confident, simple corrections, b)

errors where other checks are needed for a decision, c)

complicated corrections, d) special cases.

The information shown in the examples is: the pressure

(hPa), height (m), temperature (deg-C), layer residual (m),

residual after correction (m), height correction (m) (if any),

temperature correction (deg) (if any), and error type. Any

digits in error and corrected values are indicated by bold

numbers. And any values that are calculated manually are

surrounded in parentheses.
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-a. Confident, Simple Corrections

1) Confident height correction, single digit correction

Example 1 shows the pattern of residuals which signify a single

height error. The layer residuals are large, with nearly the

same value and opposite signs. In-this case the error is a

simple one: a single digit needs correction. A provisional

correction of -86.4 m was made. This value was rounded to the

nearest 10 m, giving -90 m, and then a simple correction was

sought near this value, finding a single-digit correction at 100

m. Note that after the correction, the layer residuals are all

small.

Example 1: Type 1 error, single digit correction

89/09/27/12 08594

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

7.4 7.4
150 14250 -69.1 0

14250 -69.1
84.6 -15.4

100 16720 -75.5 -100 0.0 1
16620 -75.5

-88.2 11.8
70 18750 -65.3 0

18750 -65.3
-8.9 -8.9

2) Confident height correction, transposition of digits
correction.

Example 2 also shows a pattern of two large residuals of

about the same value and opposite sign, indicating a height

correction. The suggested correction is 2680.7 m, which is

rounded to 2680 m. Adding this value to the original height
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gives 14120m, which is not a simple correction. However, a

correction of 2700 m leads to a corrected height of 14140 m,

which results from a transposition of digits. This solution is

found by explicitly looking in a range, beginning from the

proposed correction and moving outward, for a correction that is

first a single digit, or second a transposition of digits. The

correction is acceptable as can be seen from the fact that the

new residuals are reduced to values smaller than the admissible

values (see Table 1).

Example 2: Confident height correction, transposition of digits
correction

89/09/26/00 47158

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

0.2 0.2
200 12340 -55.7 0

12340 -55.7
-2701.1 -1.1

150 11440 -63.1 2700 0.0 1
14140 -63.1

2660.3 -39.7
100 16570 -67.3 0

16570 -67.3
-6.8 -6.8

3) Confident height correction, general correction

A more general type of correction is illustrated by Example

3. In this case there is a kind of shift of digits: 5300 should

be 5530. The correction is made as the average of the difference

of the residuals, rounded to the nearest 10 m. The resulting

residuals are small.
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Example 3: Type 1 error, general - type correction

89/07/27/00 23933

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCU

700 2910
2910

500 5300
5530

400 7180
7180

-2.5
-2.5

-15.3
-15.3

-28.9
-28.9

16.2

-214.3

239.1

-10.2

16.2

15.7
230 0.0

9.1

-10.2

4) confident temperature correction, single digit correction

Cursory examination shows that the 200 hPa temperature in

Example 4 is in error. The suggested correction is -19.2 deg. A

simple correction is sought in the vicinity of this value,

finding one at -20.0 deg. The corrected value of the temperature

is thus -48.9 C.

Example 4: Type 2 error, single

89/07/26/12 62053

p z T RES

250 10980
10980

200 12480
12480

150 14320
14320

-38.1
-38.1

-28.9
-48.9

-62.5
-62.5

-4.5

-66.4

-76.6

-12.9

digit correction

NRES

-4.5

-1.3

ZCOR TCOR

0 -20.0

7.3

-12.9

5) Confident temperature correction, sign correction

The single most frequent kind of temperature error is a sign

error. Example 5 illustrates a correction of temperature sign.
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The-new residuals are small, confirming the correction. It is

noted that we have not insisted that the details of the

meteorological code be followed--there is no reason why we

should--, as can be seen by the fact that the resulting value is

both negative and has even tenths of a degree. There is no basis

upon which to choose between a value of -13.9 and -14.1.

Example 5: Type 2 error, sign correction

89/07/26/12 46747

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

17.0 17.0
500 5840 -3.7 0

5840 -3.7
-99.0 -7.5

400 7560 14.0 0 -28.0 2
7560 -14.0

-112.3 5.7
300 9690 -28.1 0

9690 -28.1
-3.5 -3.5

6) Confident temperature correction, transposition of digits

The two large negative residuals in Example 6 indicate the

need for a temperature correction. The suggested correction is

-27.7 deg. Since there is no single-digit correction of smaller

difference from the suggested value, the correction of -27.0 deg,

which gives a transposition of digits, is accepted. This value

is both aesthetically good and results in small residuals.
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Example 6: Type 2 error, transposition correction

89/07/24/12 32389

p z T RES NRES ZCOR T

70 19000 -54.3
19000 -54.3

50 21160 -25.5
21160 -52.5

30 24480 -49.7
24480 -49.7

5.1

-138.8

-204.4

-2.1

5.1

-5.8
0 -27.0

-2.4

-2.1

7) Confident temperature correction, correction of sign plus onedigit
Example 7 illustrates another type of error that can- be

successfully corrected by the CHQC. The suggested correction is

-84.7 deg. The closest simple correction gives both a sign and

single digit correction. As before, the tenths of degree is not

adjusted to agree with the coding practice, this being a

conscious decision.

Example 7: Type 2 error, sign

89/07/26/12 94527

p z T RES,

-6.8
700 3135

3135

500 5740
5740

400 7380
7380

1.4
1.4

67.8
-17.8

-29.7
-29.7

-428.0

-269.8

-3.4

plus one digit correction

NRES

-6.8

-6.2

ZCOR TCOR TYP

0

0 -85.6

9.9

2

0

-3.4
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b. Errors-for-.Wh-i-ch-Additi-onal...ChecksiareeNeeded for-: Correction.

1) Error of Type 3--pair of large residuals,-but conditions-not
satisfying confident height or temperature corrections

In Example 8, there-is a pair of large residuals; however,

they do not satisfy the existence and magnitude conditions for

confident corrections to either height or temperature.

Therefore, a pair of corrections is suggested-which when taken

together would lead to zero residuals. The suggested corrections

are -1000 m and -29.2 deg. A height correction of -1000 m is

most likely correct. A temperature sign correction leads to a

temperature correction of -26.8 deg, which looks correct.

Therefore, in this case but not generally, the proposed

correction pair appears to be close to good corrections. Since

there can be reasons other than a pair of incorrect values at the

same level for a pair of large residuals, it is necessary to

combine the result of this check with other checks to make a

final decision.

Example 8: Type 3 error

89/02/11/12 87047

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

12.9 12.9
500 5880 -4.9 0

5880 -4.9
906.9 (-5.5)

400 8600 13.4 -1000 -29.2 3
(7600 -13.4) (-1000 -26.8)

-1125.4 (-12.5)
300 9700 -31.5 0

9700 -31.5
-1.7 -1.7
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2) Large residual in the lowest layer--height correction needed

When there is a large residual in the lowest layer, it is

impossible to tell whether the lowest level height is in error,

the lowest level temperature is in error, or there is an error in

the computation of the lowest layer thickness, leading to all the

heights above the lowest being in error. It is-essential to

combine the CHQC with other checks to definitely determine the

nature of the error and-hopefully correct it. However, by use of

a small amount of additional information it is sometimes possible

to make a determination. For-that reason, these errors are

submitted to NMC'S Meteorological operations Division (MOD)

personnel for examination. Simple reasoning can be used to

determine the likely error in Example 9. It is easily seen that

a temperature correction of -38.4 would be unreasonable.

Therefore, the likely correction is a height correction in the

vicinity of -91.5 m by default. A correction of -100-m is

suggested.

Example 9: Type 4 error, height correction needed

89/02/11/00 46747

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

1000 180 15.6 -91.5 -38.4 4
(80) 15.6 (-100)

-91.5 (8.5)
850 1444 7.6 0

1444 7.6
-6.0 -6.0
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3) Large residual-- in the lowestt layer, temperature cor-rection.,
needed

Example 10-.-s similar to Example 9 except that. in- this case

a- .correct-i.on ,to, the temper-ature -.appears -!-necessary -. The suggested

correction 4is reasonable, but closer examl-nation shows that .a-

value .within -a few degrees..would gitve a -kind -of shift of di-gits

correction and. maybe. the, proper correction. -This pazrt-icular.

klnd ,-of .correction lis not; proposed, automatically, but- -Illustrates

the r-ich, variety of -errors tha~t are.made:....

Example-. 104.- Type ,4 erlr-or, W tempera-ture to ,be --corr-ected

89/0-7/26/12 - 50527:

p z. T -.- RES -.-NRES ; ZCOR TCOR TYP

850 ..1421- -36.0 -69 -24.3-. 4
1.t42l, (13,.-6) ) (-22.4)

-69.1 -69.1
(-5.4-

700- 3000 -2.7 0
:3000 -2.7

7.5 7.5
500 -5600 -17.5 0

5600 - -17 . 5

4) -Large--residual -in lovest -layer,- diffficult-.to decideE
In Example:.11,there is not.enough .in£ormation to.decide

what -the- error is,, the, magnitude .of-the error, or actually: 

whether ,-there-edefinitely ,is an error. -.--First.the residual-only
slightly exceeds the. allowable .;value.- And -secondv either -

,suggested: cor-,rectton is ,.not; unrzeasonable.
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Example 11: Type 4 error, difficult to decide

89/07/24/12 35394

D z T RES I .NRES ZCOR

850 1583 18.8
1583 18.8

700 3173 7.2
3173 7.2

TCOR

-37 -13.1

-37.3

-3.6

-37.3

-3.6

5) Large residual in the-highest layer, height to be corrected

Example 12 shows an error leading to a large residual in the

highest layer. The proposed temperature correction of -305.0 deg

is ridiculous, so the required correction, by negative reasoning,

is a height correction of approximately -996.6 m. It is very

likely that the exact correction that is required is -1000 m. As

for errors at the lowest level, -it is not possible to determine

what happened-without other checks (in this case a crude

climatological or gross check). Errors at the highest level are

given to NMC's MOD for examination.

Example 12: Type 5 error, height to be corrected

89/07/24/12 59981

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

1.9
250 11010 -40.5

11010 -40.5
-996.6

200 .11500 -50.9
(12500) -50.9

1.9

(3.4)
1000 -305.0
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6) Large residual in.the highest layer, temperature correction
needed

There is a large residual in the 300-250 hPa layer for

Example 13 and the 250 hPa temperature is clearly in error. The

proposed correction of -151.1 deg is close to the sign plus one

digit correction of -152.0 deg, which changes the temperature

from 86.0 to -66.0. This value would likely be accepted by an

analyst with additional information, or by a complex quality

control using vertical and horizontal statistical interpolation

checks.

Example 13: Type 5 error, temperature correction needed

89/07/31/00 68906

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

-0.3 -0.3
300 9120 -50.5 0

9120 -50.5
-403.5 (2.4)

250 10270 86.0 400 -151.1 5
10270 (-66.0) (-152.0)

7) Large residual in the highest layer, both height and
temperature need correction

Example 14 also shows a case with a large residual in the

uppermost layer. That-both the height and temperature are in

error may be seen as follows. First try to apply the suggested

temperature correction. The revised temperature would be -87.1,

a value that is too low, and yet the original value is too high.

Therefore, a part of the residual only is due to the error in

temperature, showing that the height must also be wrong. No

correction can be made without a complete set of checks and DMA.
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Example 14: Type 5 error,..both height and temperature-need
correction

89/07/30/12 43333

p Z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

9.4 9.4
150 14410 -63.5 0

14410 -63.5
-320.4 -320.4

100 16760 -33.1 320 -54.0 5
16760 -33.1

8) Isolated large residual (thickness computation error)

When there is a single large residual it is risky to decide

upon a correction based upon the hydrostatic check alone. The -

most likely cause is an error in the computation of the thickness

of the layer, but it maybe that there is a high linearity of the

temperature within the layer l.eading to a relatively large

residual. Other possibilities have been encountered. In a few

cases, there has been a compensating large residual several

layers removed, so that-only the intervening heights needed

correction. The present computation and coding practice at some

stations also leads to a possible cause of an isolated large

residual. At some stations the Parts A and C of the report are

computed independently. The use of an incorrect temperature for

Part A, which is discovered-before Part C is computed will then

lead to an isolated residual in the 100-70 hPa layer. In Example

15 the-most usual cause of an, isolated large residual--a

thickness computation-error--has occurred. All heights above the

layer need to be corrected by 100 m.
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Example 15: Type 6 error

89/07/27/00 43371

p z T RES

7.8
700 3101

3101

500 5700
(5800)

400 7430
(7530)

300 9550
(9650)

.... ® 

7.2
7.2

-5.1
-5.1

-15.1
-15.1

-31.5
-31.5

-103.4

10.7

14.7

NRES ZCOR

7.8

(-3.4)

10.7

14.7

0

(100)

(100)

(100)

c. Compllcated Correcti-ons

1) Height corrections to adjacent levels

.Example 16 shows a type 7 correction, a-correction to

heights at two adjacent layers. This case may be identified by

the fact that the sum of the three layer residuals is small

(=-10.9). A simple correction is found for the 850 hPa height,

but not for the 700 hPa height.
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Example 16: Type 7 error, one digit correction plus general-type
correction

89/0.7/24/12 02365

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

1000 225 21.6 0
225 21.6

56.7 -3.3
850 1671 11.6 -70 0.0 7

1601I 11.6
-460.1 2.9

700 2799 0.6 393 0.0 7
3192 0.6

392.5 -0.5
500 5820 -13.5 0

5820 -13.5
7.6 7.6

2) ,Temperature corrections to two adjacent levels

Example 17 shows corrections to two adjacent levels. The

existence;. and magnitude conditions,-are satisfied for a type 8

error and-so the correction is automatically performed. A sign

correction is determined tobe the simple correction at 400 hPa

and a single digit correction is made at 300 hPa. The smallness

of the new residuals confirms the corrections.
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Example 17: Type 8 error, sign correction-plus one d-igit
correction

89/07/26/12 55591

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

500 5840 -0.7 0
5840 -0.7

-53.1 7.0
400 7600 9.2 0 -18.4 8

7600 -9.2
135.0 1.9

300 9770 -72.5 0 50.0 8
9770 -22.5

130.6 -2.9
250 11080 -32.1 0

11080 -32.1
2.4 2.4

3) Corrections to adjacent layers, ,one:height and one temperature

Examples 18 and 19 show corrections to two adjacent levels:

one temperature ;and one height. These corrections we-re

determined automatically, and incidentally both involve a sign

correction-for temperature and a single-digit correction for

height. All residuals become small after the corrections are

made.
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Example 18: Type 9 error, one-digit height correction plus
temperature sign correction

89/07/28/00 36259

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

0.7 0.7
250 10770

10770

200 12090
12290

150 14170
14170

100 16720
16720

-36.1
-36.1

-44.1
-44.1

54.8
-54.8

-60.7
-60.7

-203.2

-266.8

-659.0

-3.2
200 0.0

-5.0
0 -109.6

-8.2

0

19

29

0

Example 19: Type 10 error, temperature-sign correction. plus one-
digit height correction

89/07/23/00 46747

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

2.7 2.7
200 12570

12570

150 14300
14300

100 16460
16760

70 18860
18860

-53.1
-53.1

67.6
-67.6

-74.1
-74.1

-68.7
--68.7

-572.8

-1105.4

292.3

13.6

-3.1

-2.6

0 -135.2

300 0.0

-7.7

0

20

10

0

13.6

d. Cases of Special Interest

There is a wide variety of errors that occasionally occur,

illustrating particular points about characteristic human errors,

observation-code deficiencies, or the abilities and limitations

of the CHQC. Some of these points will be illustrated by use of

the following examples.
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1-) Cases where a simple correction is not appropriate

All modifications to the data look for a simple correction,

i.e. a sign correction-to temperature,;a ssingle-digit correction

or a transposition correction. Simple corrections.-are most

likely-proper when the error has resulted-from human.intervention

in the data in decimal form, but not in all cases. In-any case

where-the error has, occurred to the data generated automatically

and in particular for data.in other than decimal form, a simple

correction is not-appropriate. The following two examples show

cases when a simple correction is not appropriate (but yet a

simple correction is better than-no correction).

a) Data repeated from.one layer to another

In Example 20 the 700. hPa temperature was copied to 500- hPa.

The CHQC correctly identifies the error and gives a preliminary

correction of -14.1 deg, which should-be-accepted.- However, a

sign error is considered more likely-by the code-since the new

residuals would be acceptableand the code looks first for an

acceptable sign correction. The decision in this case- is not

proper, but, with:-the-present algorithm, can only-be seen by

manual.inspection. It would be possible to explicitly look for

this particular kind of error, but it occurs so rarely- that it

does not seem efficient or profitable to build into the code all

such-special cases. The CHQC arrives at an acceptable solution,

even if it is not the best one.
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Example 20: Type 2 repetition error, no simple correction needed

89/08/21/00 35746

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

0.6 0.6
700 3130 4.8 0

3130 4.8
-69.3 -22.6

(0.1)
500 5800 4.8 0 -9.6 2

5800 -4.8
(-9.3) (-14.1)

-46.8 -15.5
(-0.7)

400 7480 -22.7 0
7480 -22.7

-2.1 -2.1

b) -Errors-to automatically-generated (binary) data

There is a peculiarity of the practice in dealing with

mandatory levels, which continues -from days when rawinsondes did

not regularly reach high levels, that has led to-hydrostatic

error for many- Canadian stations. When a significant level is

within- .0:.5 hPa of a mandatory level, then the information is

reported as if it were-at the mandatory-level. This can lead to

errors-.of: several-hundred-meters at the uppermost levels. The

reporting process.is-entirely automatic, so that the error is

certainly not a simple one. Yet, as seeni-n Example 21, a simple

correction was-proposed. It ismore proper to accept the

provisional correction of 124 m.

This is just one example -of an error caused by lack of

foresight -into the possible causes for error. Example. 25 will

show another instance .where the code itself was. designed without

the necessary foresight. And it can indeed be said that the

design of NMC's decoding algorithm itself should have ,foreseen
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the possibility of some-of the problems that were-largely unknown

until the CHQC was run. (Probably the CHQC itself has missed

some importantpoints, but that will not be known until the

future, of course.)

Example 21: "Canadian 1" error, no simple correctionneeded

89/07/30/00 7.1909

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

-3.8 -3.8
50 20990 -45.9 0

20990 -45.9
128.3 28.3

30 24520 -45.7 -100 0.0 1
24420 -45.7

-119.1 -19.1
20 27120 -42.7 0

27120 -42.7
15.8 15.8

2) Example to illustrate the need for two scans

In the following Example 22 there are two successive

corrections at the same-mandatory pressure level. This ismmade

possible by the fact that the residuals are so large. When they

are large, the requirement for existence for error types 1 and 2

is somewhat relaxed to allow confident corrections. In the

second scan then, for this case, thetemperature correction was

correctly discovered. Without relaxing the-conditions for a type

1 correction on the first scan, the CHQC would have found a type

3 error. Note that there is a successive reduction in both

residuals following each scan.
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.Example 22: Errors in both height and temperature at-the same
level, successfully dealt with by first correcting height (Type
1) and then temperature (Type 2), instead merely diagnosing the
Type 3 error.

89/08/17/00 44259

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

1.9 1.9
500 5690 -21.1 0

5690 -21.1
-1033.0 -33.0

-33.0 -0.4
400 6290 -26.6 1000 0.0 1

7290 -26.6 0 -10.0 2
7290 -36.6

957.7 -42.3
-42.3 -0.2

300 9230 -50.3 0
9230 -50.3

3) Complicated errors

An example will be shown-that illustrates that rather

complex error structures can at times be successfully handled by

the CHQC. In Example 23 there are 7 large residuals. After

cor-rections are made, 8 residuals are made smaller, all now less

than-the admissible layer values. Beginning from the lowest

levels, there is a height error 200 m at 400 -hPa. This is

diagnosed from the pair of large-residuals surrounding this

level. The next corrections needed are a pair of sign

corrections to the temperatures at 250 and 200 hPa. A triplet of

large residuals is examined to make these corrections (type 8).

Above these a pair of height corrections is needed at 70 and 50

hPa, one general correction and one single-digit correction.

Again, a triplet of large residuals is used to determine the

necessary corrections (type 7). And finally, there is missing
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data. at 100 ,hPa but not at 70--hPa. .This situation-is diagnosed

as a "hole"--a type 13 error.

This-case isxremarkable in that so .many problems occurred

simultaneously, but the fact that the CHQC found good corrections

is- not. This is because -all the errors were "simple-" and-because

they were sufficiently separated-in the- vertical for the analysis

to work.

Example 23: Multiple corrections: what the present, improved,
Decision Making Algorithm can do

89/09/05/00 46747

p z T RES -NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

15.9 15.9
500 5850

5850

400 7780
7580

300 9690
9690

250 10970
10970

200 12450
12450

150 14230
14230

100 99999
99999

70 18660
18790

50 20660
20760

30 23890
30 23890

-4.3
-4.3

-14.9
-14.9

-30.1
-30.1

39.6
-3-9.66

53.6
-53.6

-65.5
-65.5

9999.9
9999.9

-72.1
-72.1

-77.1
-77.1

-52.1
-52.1

207.4

-202.1

-204.1

-609.9

-471.5

-131.8

7.4
-200

0

1

-2.1
0

7.4
-79.2

-0.7
-107.2

-19.9

8

8

0

-1.8

130

43.2

109.6

13.2
100

9.6

7

7
13

0

-54.8 -54.8
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4) Use of, .-thei-baseline to correct height

The baseline check determines the discrepancy between the

station elevation.at the reported station pressure as determined

from the 1000 and 850 hPa heights and the assumption of a

standard lapse rate, and the known station elevation. A history

is kept of those stations whose discrepancy is greater than-30 m.

Some stations have permanent baseline discrepancies, while others

are sporadic. The-baseline check has found its greatest utility

in determining those stations for which NMC might have an

inconsistent station elevation in its dictionary, corresponding

to the stations with permanent baseline discrepancies. For the

remaining cases, examination, has shown that most are likely

caused by a communication error in the station pressure or

computations-error in the 1000-mb-height since the hydrostatic

checkdoes- not confirm another reason. However, there are cases

in which the baseline error does confirm the results from the

hydrostatic check and could be used by our code if we chose to be

a little less cautious, or by an analyst to correct the 1000 hPa

height or temperature. Example 24 shows such a case. The

baselilne error is -125 m and the lowest layer residual is 119.3

m. A correction of about 120 m seems to be needed to greatly

reduce both errors. Perhaps the exact correction is 117 m since

that value would result from the 9 having been dropped in the

1000 hPa height of 129 m.
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Example 24: Type 4 error application of baseline check results
to correct height

89/07/30/12 23552

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

Baseline error: -125

1000 12 17.6 119 50.1 4
(129) 17.6 (117)

119.3 (2.3)
850 1483 4.0 0

1483 4.0
8.5 8.5

5) Correction-needed.because of present WMO- observation code
deficiency

Example 25 shows an error of 1000 m at 700 hPa for an

Antarctic station. The temperatures are low and the 700 hPa

height has a value which is coded as 350, dropping the leading 2.

Present code convention-.demands that upon-decoding the -report,

the-leading digit should be a 3, resulting in the error. The

CHQC-makes the necessary correction.

Example.25: "Antarctic type" Type 1 error

89/07/23/00 89592

p z T RES NRES; ZCOR TCOR TYP

850 906 -14.3 0
906 -14.3

998.7 -1.3
700 3350 -23.7 1000 0.0 1

2350 -23.7
-989.9 10.1

500 4720 -43.7 0
4720 -43.7

-3.6 -3.6
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6) Errors too complicated to be correctedby the CHQC alone

In-the Example 26 there are two large-negative residuals

which are consistent-with a negative temperature correction at

100 hPa.- However, such a correction would violate dry static

stability andsmust be rejected .(as the CHQC does)-. From the

information-available it is not clear what has actually happened.

There are a small number of cases each observation time that

appear to have a good correction, but it must be rejected on

internal evidence. Other components of the complex quality

control are needed to make these situations more clear,

Example 26: Impossible to understand what has happened

89/08/02/12 61641

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

-9.5 -9.5
150 14240 -65.7 0

14240 -65.7
-189.6 -189.6

100 16450 -76.5 0 -32.8 12
16450 -76.5

-175.3 -175.3
70 18420 -59.1 0

18420 -59.1

Another situation is shown -in Example 27. There are four

large residuals. in a row, but neither the upper- nor lower -pair by

itself- leads .to a correction. Nor do three of the residuals

taken at a time lead to a correction. But-notice that the sum of

the 1st and 3rd is nearly the negative- of the-sum of the 2nd and

4th. Therefore, height corrections are necessary, which may be

worked out as indicated by values in-parentheses. All new

residuals would then become small.
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This case is not:handled by the present -CHQC because we have

chosen not to look for more than 2 errors in arrow. It would

probably be possible to extend the algorithm to include

successively-more layers, but the rarity of these cases, and the

statistical nature of the existence and magnitude conditions

would make the possibility for correction severely limited.

Example 27:- Height error at three consecutive levels, not
correctable by CHQC

89/02/03/12 83971

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

7.5 7.5
700 3120 6.2 0

3120 6.2
2205.2 (5.2)

500 8000 -9.7 -3760 -314.7 3
(5800) -9.7 (-2200)

-4784.7 (5.3)
400 4900 -21.1 6470 514.5 3

(7490) -21.1 (2590)
8633.4 (3.5)

300 15600 -34.7 -7050 376.7 3
(9560) -34.7 (-6040)

-6040.4 (-0.4)
250 10810 -43.3 0

10810 -43.3
4.9 4.9

The final Example 28 shows a hopeless case (from the point

of view of the CHQC). Similar cases are not as rare as they

should be. In this example, there are 5 sign errors and 2 height

errors! The CHQC suggests type 4 corrections at 80 hPa and pairs

of type 3 corrections at other levels, all of which are bad.

Human intervention could make the required corrections, but it is

:questionable -,whether the time-taken-would be well-spent.
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Example 28:,Too many-correctlons-needed: even the present,
improved, Decision Making Algorithm is not capable of making them 
(dif ficulties caused by- the existing coding system --of rawinsonde
data are demonstrated by this example as well).

89/09/01/12 62721

p z T RES NRES ZCOR TCOR TYP

1000 13 9999.9 0
13 9999.9

850 1483 -26.5 252 88.6 4
-1483 7(26.5) (53.0) (2)

252.0 (12.9)
700 3169 -15.5 0

3169 (15.5) (31-0.) (2)
72.0 (5.4)

500 5900 8.8 -870 -162.2 3
5900 (-8.8) (17.6) (2)

-1401.5 (26.1)
400 6260 -16.1 1820 127.9 3

(7620) -16.1 (1360) (1)
2358.2 (4.1)

300 10970 28.0 -1870 114.9 3
(9-750) (-28.0) (-1220) (-56.0) (3)

-1567.6 (10.2)
250 11040 39.0 750 -306.8 3

11040 (-39.0) (-78.0) (2)
-254.5 (0.4)

200 12530 -51.5 0
12530 -51.5

7. Summary

As the first stage of -the design of the new data quality

control system at-the National-Meteorological Center, the

Comprehensive Hydrostatic Quality Control of rawinsonde data on

heights and temperatures onmandatory isobaric surfaces has -been

designed, tested-and--implemented operationally. The paper

contains a detailed description, of the leading principles of the

new-approach,-as well as of the CHQC algorithms themselves, with

particular emphasis on the Decision Making Algorithm. The DMA is

a completely new al-gorithm which-not only diagnoses the-error
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causes, but also computes their values and, subsequently,

introduces confident corrections-of erroneous data whenever this

is possible, based only -on the hydrostatic-checks for several

layers. For other cases, the -,DMA-proposes several possible

corrections for further analysis by specialists.

The performance of the CHQC,;and particularly of its DMA, is

illustrated by numerous examples, taken from the automatically

produced operational outputsreporti-ng the CHQC actions. The

examples also-give some information-on the present-_status of the

data quality.

It would be hardly possible to substantially improve! the

CHQCversion:-now in operational use at NMC. Further progress -may

be achieved only after some other, statistical checks have-been

developed and -added -to-the hydrostatlc- one. Work in this

direction is underway.
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APPENDIX A

EXISTENCE ,-AND- -MAGN.ITUDE-CONDITIONS FOR COMPLEX .ERROR T-YPES. ...

T:wo. Height ,Corzrect:ions..Type 7)

In the case of one height error at two adjacent levels we

have

t' 2 = t' 3 = 0, and z'2, z'3 are not zero,

while at least sl2 and/or s34 is large.

Z 2 = s12 -2B12.t12

-z' 2 + z' = s23 - 2B23 ot23 (Al)

-z 3 = s3 4 - 2B3
4 .t34

Adding the.-equations gives

si2 + s23 + s34 = 2(B 1
2 *tl 2 + B23 st23 + B3 :4-t34) (A2)

This equation, which-does not have any terms-involving the

height:er-rors, neverthelessis va lid-in their presence. Squaring

the equation-and-averaging over many realizations and-assuming

the t i+l to be independent of each-other-gives-

(sl2+s23+s34)2 = 4(B 12) 2(t 1 2)2 + (B23)2 (t2 3) + (B34 )2(t3---)2 1

= 4[(B12 )2 + (B2
3 )2 .+ (B3

4 )2 ] (t)2 (A3)

Therefore

Is12+s2 .+s341 =- 2[(B 2 )2 + (B2
3)2 + (B34)2] 2 : (A4)

Two height errors are diagnosed when

(sl2+s23+s3 4) < 2[(B12 )2 + (B23)2 + (B34)2 1 tall (A5)

where tall has the same value used for- other- error types. The

magnitude of the errors is determined from Eq. -(Al)., -i.e.
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Z' 2 = si2 - 2B1
2.t1 2 s12

(A6)
z' = -s34 + 2B34 t34 = -s34

The correcti-lons are-the negative-of the errors. These

corrections are only applied if the magnitudeconditions are

satisfied:

{6z()| > 2-talI -[(B12)2 + (B23)2]1
and (A7)

I.6z3(7 )I > 2-ta.1 (B 2
3 )2 + (B3

4 )2-]

The superscript (7) on the- corrections-indicates that they

are of type 7--two height-corrections at adjacent levels.

... Two., Temperature.-Corrections (Type 8)

In the case of one temperature error. at. two adjacent levels

we have

z' 2 =z' 3 = O, and t-' 2 , t'3 are not zero,

while at least sl.2-and/or s34 is large.

-t'2 = X 2 - 2t1
2

-t' - to3 = X23 - 2t2
3 (A8)

-t'3 = X34 - 2t3
4

From, these equations

X12 - X2
3 + X34 = 2(tl2 - t2

3 + t34 ) (A9)

The. temperature errors have been el-iminated from this

equation. Squaring the-equation, averaging -over many

realizations and assuming the tii+l to be independent, of each

other gives

(X12-X23+X3.4) = 4[(t1
2 )2 + (t23) 2 + (t3

4)2

= 12(t) 2
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Therefore

IXle-X2s+X 3iI- = 2,r3 t (A10)

Two temperature errors are diagnosed when

(s 12+s5 2 +s 3 4) < 2.r3tal 1 (A12)

where tall has the- same value used for other error types. The

magnitude of the errors is determined from Eq. (A8, i.e.

Z' 2 = s12 + 2B1
2 -t 12 -- S12

(A13.)
z'3 = -s34 - 2B3

4 .t 3
4 -s 3-4

The co-rectlons are the negative of the errors.: These

corrections. are-only applied -if .the- magnitude conditi-ons are

satisfied:

2,ai 1:6jT2t8:($)/' ><:-a
and ... (A14)

16T3(8)j > 2-tall

The superscr-ipt, (8) -on the-corrections indicates that--the.

corrections are of-type 8--two temperature corrections at

adjacent levels.

Lower >He-ight Cor~rection, tUpper -Temperature -orrecti~on-(-Type 9)} -

The conditions that- must be satlsfied in order todiagnose a

height correction-at the lower level and-a temperature-correction

at, the upper--level will be derived. For a1l the correction types

which involve three layers, it is necessary that the outer two

residuals have suff-icent size.. .This wi ll be seen ln the

derivation that follows.

Under the assumption -of-only error-s to-the lower height and

upper temperature:

T'2 = Z'3 = 0 whilez' 2 and,-T'3 are not zero.
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The residual equations for the three layers are

Z'2 = s12 - 2Bl2.tl 22 si 2l

-Z ' 2 B23 T 3 -B T3 = 23 - 2B23t23 (A15)

-B34-T'3 = s 3
4 - 2B34.t3 4

Adding the first two equations- and -substituting into the
third -gives

B2
3

s2 + s23 .._._s34 = -2(B2 3*t34 - B1 2et12 - B23 *t23 ) (A16)
B3

4

Squaring and,-averaging over-many realizations, with the

assumption of- independence of the tiiIl's gives

"~~~~ 2

S .1 + 2 .3 .4 3. 4 =- 4[ IB1. )2(t )+(B 2 3) 2t 2 ) (B 2 3 2(t 3 2
L B~~34

= 41(B12 )2 + 2(B2 3 )2 ] (t)2 (A17)

Therefore

·[sl2+s23- 2534] - 2t(B12 )2 + 2(B23)21i t (A18)
B3

4

Errors to- the lower ,height and, upper temperature are

diagnosed- when

Fs~2so3 B2J.~ ] 2(.9.. .s2+s2 3- s34] C]'< 21(B 1
2 )2 + 2(-B23 )2 *-,tall (A19

and the-errors are determined from Eqn. (A15). They are

z'2 = si2 + 2B1
2 -t 12 . z s12

(A20)
T'3 = -s3 4/B3 4 - 2t3 4 z -s3 4/B3 4 = X34

The corrections are the negative of the errors, but are not
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applied unless they satisfy the magnitude conditions:

16z2(9)1 > 2 -tall [(B 1
2 )2 + (B2

3 )2 1 i
and > 2ta(A21)

16T,3(1 ~ -t

The -derivat Ion o f --the- conditions .for -a -lover temperature

correction- and- upper- height icorrection is analogous.
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APPBSDM1[X B- -

ERROR'-T-B CQNFUSI4 WMPARADOX

There-are arrangements of- residuals for which-,,it is

imposs ible to distinguuish, between- various possible errors. These

cases are- distinguished; by the simultaneous satisfaction-of the

existence and.magn-itude conditions for ,more- than -one error type,

and- only occur for error types 7 & 8 or 9 & 10. When such an

ambiguity exists, the DMA makes no correction. The-fol-lowing

section will illustrate the reasons for this ambiguity.

: RTw-o, height.-eiroz-s or,.two.t-emperature errors

For simplicity, it is assumed-that the layer B's are-

identical and that the, small-.nonlinear terms in-the residual

equations may be. neglected, leadlng to the-- following equations.

sl2 = Z2 - B.T2

s2 3 = Z'3 - z'2 - B*(T' 2 + T'3 ) (B1)

s34 = -Z'3 -:E'B 3

It-is easily seen then, that two .height errors of the same

value and sign,

Z'2 = Z#3 = Z

will lead to residuals

s12 = z'; 3 0; s34 --z',

while, .two.temperature..errors -of the-same value- and opposite

signs,

T' 2 = -T' 3 = T,

will produce the residuals

s12 = -BET'; s23 = 0; s34 = B-T-'
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It is -thus impossible to dist-inguish,.between, these two quite

different corrections, based only upon the hydrostatic residuals.

In both cases the middle residual is zero while thevtwo others

are of the same value and opposite signs.

The existence -conditions for error types 7 and 8.can also be

used to -investigate the conditions for error-type- confusion.

With identical B's for-the layers, the existence conditions for

error types 7 and 8 are

ISi + s23 + 341 < 2Y3 B-tall
and- (B2)

Isl2 /B - s2
3 /B + s3

4/BI < 2r3 tall.

When-s23 is small,,- these conditions are indistinguishable.

Lowerl height -erzror and.uipper-temperature error or -lover-:
....... -?-.tem .erture erroor-and. .upper -he.ght:error-

Analogously, it is easy to show, based upon- the same

equations (Bl) that if the m-iddle-residual i-s zero but the two

others are -of-the same value and of the same-sign, then-the cause

could.be either -a -height error, z'2, below-and a temperature

error, T' 3, above it, the two. connected by-the- ,equation

BeT' 3 = -Z'

or, quite differently, a temperature error, T'2 , below and a

-height.error, z'3 , above -it-, --obeying -the-equation

z3 .= -B*T'2,

so that, again, it is impossible-toldecide between these two

combinations, using only the hydrostatic residuals.

Again, the existence conditions can -be used to see-the

potential difficulty. For identical layer B's, the existence
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.conditions, for error -types 9 and 10 are

and Is12 + s23 - s341 < 2,r3 B-tal (3)and (a:3)
1s12 - s2 3 - s341 < 2f3 B-tall.

These conditions clearly show that the. difficulty ispresent

only when. s2-3 is small., For a more genera-l variation of ,,B..

between the layers the general existence and magnitude
conditions-must be used to determine cases -where -the- erroxr types

cannot be distinguished.
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Table 1 - AdmIssible --Residuals

pressures
(hPa)

1000-850-
-.850-700

; 700-500 :

.500-400
400-300 

- 300-250
250-200
200-150
150-100 0
.100-70
70-50,
50-30
30-20 -
20-10

I

admi.ssible 
residuals

I.. (meter.)., ..

65.
35.
50.
35.
40.
35.
40.
50.
85.
70.
70.
80.
70.

100.
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Table 2 - Corrections

Error Type

1 - single height
error

2 - single temperature
error

3 - .pair at the same
level 

4 e- rror-at bottom

5 -error at-,top

7 -.-two- height
-errors

8 - two temperature ..-
errors

9.- -lower ,height -
-upper temperature

10 - lower--temperature
upper- height,..

I
Corrections

z3(1)" = - 23 - s534.)

,-6T3 ( 2 ) = l(X23 + X3
4 )

2 (3: (,B2s4: - B34 s2 3)/(B23.+ B34)

6T2(3) = (s23+ s34`) -(B23 +.B34)

8z2(4)' = s23

6T2 (4) = X 3
2 2

6z2 ( 5) = -s23

4T 2 (5 ) = X2
3

z2(7) = -s12 and- z3(7 ) = s34

4T2(
8) = -X 1

2 and- T3(:
8 )3 = 3

4

z2 (
9 ) = -s2 and -4T 3 (

9 );) = X3
4 ,

AT 2.(10) = -X1
2 and, 6z 3 (

1 0O) = s3
4

.. ~~ ~~ 3 3
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- Table-- 3 - Ex-lstence Conditi.ons

- , Error Type- xs. t -:--ExIStence ,Conditi-on

I - single height 
- -error

2 - -s ingle temperature
.error

..s23 + s341 < 2 taIl .(B23)2 ..+ .B34)21

.....X 23 - X34 1.I'< .'2 . t l '

A

7,- two height ... -- 12s2 + s . ' :34.~~ _.S 4
Lqjt. W& .

8 - two temperature
errors

9 ..- ..lower .-height 
upper temperature,:i

-..... or -,O ....

.10 - . 1ower .,temperat-ure
upper.- helght

. -:- errors. .

C [.i22 : B2 3 )2 + (B3 4,)2]

;IX'l2 ' ;X2
3 + X341 < 24 3 t.a

6 3 . 3:1. - ' .I.,a l.I

j.12 + 23 - .s4l
- I B34 '

.< 2 [.. B1 2)2 + 2(+B2 3)2 k:a.llB2~~~']
3S23 1 +34 -4 2.

< 2[B4)2 . B 23)2]:
<2 ::,[(-.B3 4 ') 2 +.:f 21(B23 ) 2] tZ1 '

I

I
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Table 4- --Magnitude Conditi-ons.

-,Error.- .Type-

- - single height
erroreE. O]

2 - single temperature
error -

7 - ,two ,.hei.Lght
errors

8 - two tempe-rature
errors -

9 -. lover, -height
u .pper -temperature 

-Hagnitude. Condition ..- -- -

I-lz.3.(l)1} > 2t-:j'j [ 2 3:; *. ( B34)X2J.-;
. z*=. . 3

!I's2 j. >. z* . .and s 3 4 1 > Z3

:ls:.,2 , :> z*l :,.an :ax34d s > T*32 anid 4> 

10 - lower .temperatu-ure .X 2 .>...
upper- height. - .. -- 

and - ,34: 1. > : z*:3

Table- 5 - Magnittude Condcit-ions. 

pressure,
,-4 hPa.) ,

.- 1000
.850

.. 700
. 500

-. - -. 400
- 300
-,-250

200
-. 150

'100-
. 70

50...... 30
20

-10

temperature---
-. : (Deg K) 

7.

,- - 1 71

. 7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.

7.
. 7..'..... : -- "- 7

7.

· 1 1 ,"7 ·7.

7.7.
7:.

72

height i ..'

. ?(.meter )

.35. 
26..-
40. 
41.
37. -
.35. -.-

...... 30 .
37.

-- 51..
55. 

- .....60.

. :63.
........... 6,"/ .....: 82.

99. ..

1, , :
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Fig. 1. Schema for pressure,
residuals.
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Fig. 2. Existence conditions for error types 1, 2, and 3.
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